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INCOMPATIBLE SUBJECTS

NIL

DEPENDENT SUBJECTS

NIL

PRE REQUISITE SUBJECTS

ENGLISH – B

POTENTIAL QCE POINTS

4

FINANCIAL COMMITMENT

NIL

CONTRIBUTES TO ATAR

YES

COURSE DELIVERY
This course will be offered through distance education.

COURSE CONTENT
UNIT 1

UNIT 2

UNIT 3

UNIT 4

Have you ever wanted to step
into Indiana Jones’ shoes?
Embark on archaeological
expeditions; delve into the world
of forensic science; analyse
evidence from ancient artefacts,
human remains; and learn
methods of excavation.
Investigate the beliefs, rituals and
funerary customs of mysterious
ancient cultures.

History is full of unique and
colourful personalities, including
the cross-dressing Egyptian
Queen Hatshepsut. Find out what
happened to her and investigate a
personality of your choice. There
are so many fascinating and
curious figures to choose from
throughout the Ancient world.

Explore the impressive and
bloodthirsty world of Alexander
the Great and his father, Philip, as
they cause mayhem, insanity and
establish the first western empire
– a place where emperors
tortured outsiders and set cities
on fire!

Ancient Rome was a time of
empire building and destruction.
Explore the rise and fall of Julius
Caesar. Examine his relationship
with the doomed Cleopatra and
his rival Marc Antony. Then
examine the rise of his successor,
Augustus, who is regarded as one
of the greatest leaders of all time.

ASSESSMENT

ASSESSMENT

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT

FA1: Historical Sources Exam

FA3: Essay in Response to
Historical Sources

IA1: Essay in Response to
Historical Sources (25%)

IA3: Historical Research Essay
(25%)

FA4: Historical Research Essay

IA2: Independent Source
Investigation (25%)

EA: Historical Sources Exam (25%)

FA2: Independent Source
Investigation

CAREER PATHWAYS

INTERNET LINKS
Why study Ancient History?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXIep5BiykE

REAL PEOPLE TALKING ABOUT ANCIENT HISTORY
“Ancient History is great because it is really interesting to learn about all of the important historical figures that shaped
the world we live in and to see how our politics have evolved since those times.”

